
SPICEOLOGY NAMED INC. 5000 FASTEST
GROWING SPICE COMPANY IN AMERICA
FOR THIRD YEAR IN A ROW

Spice Company Breaks Into the Top 1,000 of Inc.’s Fastest
Growing Company List Year Over Year, Now Ranking 903 with
Over 537% Three Year Growth

NEWS RELEASE BY SPICEOLOGY

 Spiceology, the fastest growing spice company in America, today announced that it has been named to the Inc.

5000 annual ranking of the fastest-growing private companies in the United States for the third year in a row.

Spiceology grew 537% from 2017 to 2020, and is now ranked 903 by Inc. 5000, an exclusive annual guide to

America’s most inspiring entrepreneurs and companies.

“We are pleased to be recognized by Inc. for the third consecutive year as the fastest growing spice company in

America,” said Chip Overstreet, CEO Spiceology. “What started with a humble farmers market beginning is now a

company beloved and trusted by chefs, home cooks, grocers and retailers across the nation. We focus on flavor

and innovation, and we’re bringing the magic back into a very tired category that's sorely in need of a fresh

alternative.”

The chef-owned and operated, one-stop spice shop develops innovative blends and offers over 400 ingredients

that are ground fresh in small-batches and shipped direct to consumers and chefs.

The announcement follows a year of collaboration and innovation efforts, including partnerships with New

Belgium Brewing, makers of beloved beers Voodoo Ranger and Fat Tire, as well as MeatEater, Chef Isaac Toups,

The Grill Dads, Chef Lawrence Duran, Huy Fong Sriracha, Girl Carnivore, Chef Jean-Paul Bourgeois and Chef Chad

White. Spiceology also added four new consumer-chosen blends to its salt-free line in support of the National

Kidney Foundation and the American Heart Association’s ‘Life is Why’ campaign.

Through a company-wide belief in the power of collaboration and innovation, Spiceology is on a never-ending

journey to eliminate dull flavors in the kitchen, for all.

Spiceology’s Experiment with Flavor™ ethos is not only embraced through unique collaborations, but through

responsible business practices designed to create a better world. This includes Spiceology’s commitment to being

plastic neutral via a partnership with Cleanhub.io, a new production facility optimized for low-energy use, and by

packaging in glass jars and #1PET, the most recyclable of all plastics.

For more information on Spiceology, please visit Spiceology.com.
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Founded in 2013, Spiceology is the fastest-growing spice company in America and is on a

mission to bring the magic back to spices, the world’s first currency. The chef-owned and

operated, one-stop spice shop develops innovative blends and offers over 400

ingredients that are ground fresh in small-batches and shipped fresh to consumers and

chefs. Spiceology’s “experiment with flavor” ethos is not only embraced through

excellent ingredients and unique combinations, but also through responsible business

practices designed to create a better world with diversity, equity and inclusion at the

heart of the workforce. Spiceology products can be found on spiceology.com, in

specialty retailers and grocers, in restaurants around the US, and as far away as Australia

and Dubai. Visit spiceology.com for more information or to place an order, or follow

Spiceology on Facebook and Instagram. For recipe inspiration, visit here.

 

ABOUT INC. AND THE INC. 5000

 

Methodology

Companies on the 2021 Inc. 5000 are ranked according to percentage revenue growth

from 2017 to 2020. To qualify, companies must have been founded and generating

revenue by March 31, 2017. They must be U.S.-based, privately held, for-profit, and

independent—not subsidiaries or divisions of other companies—as of December 31, 2020.

(Since then, some on the list may have gone public or been acquired.) The minimum

revenue required for 2017 is $100,000; the minimum for 2020 is $2 million. As always, Inc.

reserves the right to decline applicants for subjective reasons. Growth rates used to

determine company rankings were calculated to three decimal places. There was one tie

on this year’s Inc. 5000. Companies on the Inc. 500 are featured in Inc.’s September issue.

They represent the top tier of the Inc. 5000, which can be found at

http://www.inc.com/inc5000.

 

About Inc. Media

The world's most trusted business-media brand, Inc. offers entrepreneurs the knowledge,

tools, connections, and community to build great companies. Its award-winning

multiplatform content reaches more than 50 million people each month across a variety

of channels including web sites, newsletters, social media, podcasts, and print. Its

prestigious Inc. 5000 list, produced every year since 1982, analyzes company data to

recognize the fastest-growing privately held businesses in the United States. The global

recognition that comes with inclusion in the 5000 gives the founders of the best
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businesses an opportunity to engage with an exclusive community of their peers, and the

credibility that helps them drive sales and recruit talent. The associated Inc. 5000 Vision

Conference is part of a highly acclaimed portfolio of bespoke events produced by Inc.

For more information, visit www.inc.com.
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